Postwar business cycles
and business stability: II
A difFerence in the amplitude and in the tuning
of business cycles among geographic regions of
the LTnited State= has been recognized as important by businessmen because of the direct bearing
on profits of the cyclical expansion and contraction
in the volume of business transacted . Very little,
however, has ever been written concerning the precise nature of these geographic amplitude and
timing factors; and this paucity of description
<"~peoially holds true for the 1~inth district. Now,
however, statistical series available for the district
economy covering most of the post-World War II
period make possible an objective comparison between district and national business cycles .
Causes of geographic differences
Business cycles consist of periods of contraction
and of expansion in aggregate economic activity ;
tha"y are a composite of the cycles of the individual
industries. Cyclical fluctuations experienced in
specific industries have a basic similarity to those
in the general business cycle but they also have,
characteristic difference. Some industries are particularly subject to cyclical fluctuations while
others remain relatively immune because of the
nature of the demand for their products . As a
result, the kind of industry that is primary in a
district has a significant influence on the cyclical
hehavior of total economic activity in that region .
To illustrate the latter : the amplitude of cycles
is much wider in district; where the industrial
concentration is on steel and other durable products, the. output of which flucauates widely, than

in c3i=trios where the principal producaion i~ concentrated in more stable consumer nondurables
such as food products. Cycles in the numerous industries vary not only in amplitude but also in
turning poutts-generally they do not reach peaks
and troughs at the same time. As a result, in districts where heavy steel production is concentrated,
cyclical peaks and troughs generally are experienced ahead of those where nondurables are
produced primarily .
Sudden shifts in the demand for specific products or changes in the supply of natural resources
leading to an expansion or contraction in specific
industries arc othc".r causes of variation in business
cycle behavior among districts . The rapid expansion in the electronics industry was an impetus to
industrial output in the Twin Cities metropolitan
area. Employment estimates indicate that the discovery of petroleum in the Williston Basin caused
an expansion in business activity in that region
offsetting any general business recession at that
time and the depletion of high-grade iron ores in
the Lake Superior region has accentuated general
business recessions there.
Structure of Ninth district economy
In the ~`inth district, agriculture has been and
continues to be a domurant industry and the processing of agricultural products constitutes a large
part of total manufacturing. Fluctuations in crop
yields due to good and poor harvests are marked
but irregular in occurrence clue to unpredictable
variations in rainfall and temperature and thus
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have nn relation to the general business cycle.
Even changes in demand for farm products ordinarily are only slightly subject to cyclical swings.
The rise or decline in net farm income in the district economy has either offset or accentuated the
effect of the business cycles in the di=trict .
The importance of agriculture in the ~"c"onomy
of the Ninth district can be gauged by observing
the proportion of total personal income derived
from farming . In the period between the two
World Wars, net farm income in the four states
wholly in the district comprised close to one-fifth
of the total income 1 s~"c Table 1) . Immediately
after World War II, net farm income remained
high as a result of high prices far farm products
and of the harvesting of exceptionally large crops,
and accounted for as much as 30 per cant of the
total in 1948. Beginning in 1949, farm product

prices began to recede causing farm income to
drop to a lower level. Since 1958 net farm income
in the district has ranged from 9 to 14 per cent of
total personal income.
In the United States, farm income in the period
between the World Wars was less than 10 per cent
of the total. In the years following World War II,
the proportion of the total income derived from
agriculture decreased, and since 1958 it has hovered close to 4 per cent of the total.
Although district manufacturing has expanded
rapidly in relation to the total district economy,
the income received by persons employed in this
industry indicates that it is just now approaching
two-thirds the proportional share of the regional
economy that it a:~~upies in the United States.
Income derived from district manufacturing from
1920 to 194A, in most years, was somewhat less
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than 10 per cent of total personal income ; in the
post-World War II year, it rose to about 13 per
cent of the total while in the United States the level
over the years has hovered around 20 per cent.
The nature of cyclical swings within a district is
affected not only by the size of the industry but
also by the type of products manufactured . Food
and kindred products constitute the largest manufacturing industry in R inth district states and the
output from this category is quite insensitive to
business cycle fluctuations. Since World War I the
value added to food and related products has been
about one-third of the total value added to all
products manufactured in the four district states
as compared with 10 to 12 per cent for the nation .
Recently, however, there has been a growing
similarity between the type of products manufactured in the district and in the nation . Durable
product output, subject to wide cyclical swings,
has expanded rapidly in the post-World War II
years and now constitutes 57 per cent of total district industrial output, the same proportion as in
the nation .
Mineral production is closely tied to the output
of durable goods, thus activity in the mining industry is particularly sensitive to the business
cycle. Mining in the Ninth district in terms of
income derived from it is a small industry compared with agriculture and manufacturing, but is
more important in the district economy than in
that of the nation.
tong-term economic growth

The rate of economic growth, determined by
local and regional economic and sociological developments, has an influence on business cycle
movements in the district. Since the end of World
War II, the Ninth district has experienced a slow
rate of growth in employment and in population
as compared with the nation and per capita income has been below the national average.' The
1 This section is based on the studies published by the
Upper Midwes+ Research and Development Council and
on articles published in the Monthly Revises of the Fedoral
Reserve Bank of Minneapolis in the lets 1940x .

economies of each of the district states and partstates are weighted heavily by agriculture, mining,
forestry, and manufacturing associated with these
natural resources. The demand for these products
has been growing slowly, but productivity (output
per worker) has been growing rapidly . Consequently, employment opportunities in these in"
dustries have been declining. Reduction in employment opportunities also has been caused by such
other factors as the movement of manufacturers to
more concentrated markets. In northwestern Wisconsin and Upper Michigan, for example, manufacturing employment was reduced after the Korean War when several nonresource oriented plants
manufacturing fabricated metal products moved
their operations out of the area .
The Ninth district experienced an increase in
total employment of only 15,390 from 1950 to
1960. For this modest over-all increase to be
recorded, it was necessary for nonagricultural
employment to grow by more than 192,000 to compensate for a decline of more than 177,000 in
agricultural employment.
Because of emigration due to lack of employment opportunities, population in the district has
been growing only slowly . The growth from 5,731 ;
000 in 1450 to 6,288,000 in 1960, an increase of
somewhat more than one-half million, was only a
per annum 0.93 per cent as compared with 1.70
per cent for the United States as a whole. Among
district states the population change ranged from
an increase of 1.35 per cent in Minnesota to a
decrease of 0.04 per cent in northwestern Wisconsin,
The per capita personal income in the district,
with the exception of a few years in the late 1940s
and early 1950x, has been below the national average . In those years, high farm income boosted
average per capita income in district states : in
1Iontanu the 1950 per capita income was $1,600
as compared with only $1.,491 in the United States .
Although the number of farmers is declining, the
large proportion of the labor force still engaged in
agriculture has been a major factor in perpetuat-
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lug the l~w averagr, per capita income in each
district state . Farm per capita income in all district
states in 1960 was below-in some ,fates lass tlrarr
one-half--the income in urban areas .
The slow growth in population and in personal
income has retarded expansion of district markets
for products and services. A sizable proportion of
the production in each Ninth district state is processed and consumed within the state or in neighboring states. In 1958, 82 per cent of the livestock
marketed and 65 per cent of the dairy products
were consumed within the district. The production
of such farm crops as soybeans far exceeds the
final consumption in the district states, but even
in this case, 66 per cent of the bushels harvested
was processed by district rnanufacturers.z As
fewer individuals are employed in the natural
resource industries, fewer are needed to supply
services . The slow growth in the number of people
residing in the district has held down the demand
fur a wide range of services .
Because the transition in the basic industries of
agriculture, mining, and railroad transportation
resulting in declinin; employment opportunities
is expected to continue for another decade, the
over-all rate of growth probably will remain low .
As the regional specialization of resource-tied industries declines in importance, the economies of
district states will be weighted more by industries
similar to those in the national economy .
The inter-World Wars period
In the period between 1920 and 1940, the difference in amplitude and in timing of business
cycles was more marked between the ~'inth district
and the nation than in the post-World War II
period . Consequently, an examination of the interwar period is pertinent in a comparison of regional differences in business cycle movements.
The three most important economic contractions
uccurrin~; during this period were those from Janu= $eo B. F. l7uncombe, Upper Midwest Commodity Flows,
1958, Upper Midwest Economic Studias, Technical Paper
No . 4.
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ary 1920 to July 1921., from :~u~ust 1929 to March
1933, and from May 1937 to June 1938. Minor
contractions occurred from b9ay 1923 to July
1924, and from October 1926 to _~ m ember 1927.
A comparison of the business cycles in the district
and in the nation can only he based un a few
statistical series compiled in the district during
the 1920s and the 1930s and on information available on the maladjustments that developed in the
district economy which affected economic activity.
Department store sales. Sales at these retail outlets have been more sensitive to business recessions or depressions than total retail sales which
include the very stable expenditures for food.
Annual and monthly department More sales indexes have been compiled for the Ninth district
and for the nation from January 1919 to date.
In the period between the two World Wars, the
fluctuations in the annual indexes of department
store sales for both the Ninth district and for the
District and U .5. Department Store Sales,
1919-44

l `nited States reflected the five general business
contractions (see Chart) . The level trend of department score sales in the district during the
1920s differed materially from the rapids expanding trend in the United States . Annual sales
did not rise above the volume of 1920 and beginning in 1926 declined almost steadily through
1932. In contrast, annual department store sales
in the united States rose during the 192(}s by 19
per cent, reaching a peak in 1929. During the
1930s, the trend of these annual sales in the district
and in the nation was quite similar.
The monthly indexes of department store sales,
seasonally adjusted, provide a partial measure of
the rise and decline in consumer spending. The
cyclical movements in these indexes make possible
a comparison of such sales between the I~inch
district and the United States and both with fluctuations in general business activity in the nation
as delineated by the National Bureau of Economic
Research.
During the inter-World Wars period, although
there was same similarity in the general course of
cycle movements for department store sales in the
district and in the nation, district sales generally
lagged national sales by a few months in reaching
the cycle peaks. The upturn of district sales at the
cud of recessions or depressions also tended to
lag national turning points. There was, as well, a
variation in the magnitude of the cyclical swims
in the district from those in the nation but they
were neither consistently larger or smaller than in
the United States as a whole.
Cyclical fluctuations in consumer spending, as
measured by cycle peaks and troughs in district
and United States department store sales, deviated
considerably from general business conditions . At
the beginning of the five business contraction .
during the inter-World Wars period, department
More sales in the district and the nation reached
cvcle~ peaks ranging from a few months before to
several months after the peaks which occurred in
general business activity. This also was the situation at the beginning of recovery periods. 1'0

marked differences were observed between district
and national sales, on the one hand, and general
cycle swings, on the other.
Agriculture. Although, as previously indicated,
business cycles generally do not originate in the
agricultural sector, the rise and decline in farm
income had an important bearing on the " level of
economic prosperity or depression in the district
in the 1920-40 period. Annual estimates of cash
farm income - the grog receipts received by
farmers from the marketings of crops, livestock,
and livestock products - are available for the
Ninth district states beginning in 1924. From general information accumulated on the agricultural
situation in the district. it can be inferred that
cash farm income declined as sharply in the district as in the nation during the general business
contraction of 1920 and 1921. Tlw recovery in
faun income which began in 1922 in both the
district and the nation was unaffected by the minor
general business contraction of 1923 and 1924.
Both district and United States farm income declined in the three general business contractions
during the Late 1920s and the 1930x. In the Great
Depression of the early 1930x, however, farm
income declined sharply to a lower level in the
district than in the nation and remained at a
relatively lower level throughout the 1430x . In
addition to the effect of low agricultural prices,
drought conditions which reduced crop yields in
the Ninth district added to the depressed agricultural income.
In an agriculturally oriented region such as the
!ninth district. cash farm income estimates alone
do not reveal the full impact of agricultural conditions on general business fluctuations in the district as compared with that in the nation . The large
demand for agricultural products during World
War I to meet the needs not only of American and
allied forces but also of civilian populations of
some Western European countries led to a rapid
expansion in production and a sharp rise in prices
of farm products in domestic markets . The boom
in agriculture was accompanied by a speculative
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rise in farm land prices and a heavy increase in
farm mortgage debt.
When demand for American farm products decreased following the end of the war and the output of European agriculture returned to near the
prewar volume, prices of farm products declined
sharply. Because of the general price decline during the business contraction of 1920-21, the price
distortion was not serious for the farmers at that
tune. However, in the subsequent recoveries of the
latter 1920x, farmers suffered from an inability to
cut back production and did not share in the general prosperity of the economy . As a consequence,
farm real estate prices collapsed and the high farm
indebtedness led to mortgage forecIosure~ . As a
result, many commercial banks with large amounts
of frozen farm mortgage loans were forced to
close. In communities serving primarily farming
areas, the closing of banks transmitted much of the
deflation in agriculture to the other sectors of the
economy .
Personal income. $e~inning with 1929, the series of annual personal income estimates, which
provide a measure of the yearly volume of economic transitions, are available by states . These
data reveal that personal income in the Ninth
district states, already at a low level in 1929,
dropped even more than in the nation during the
Great Depression of 1929-1933. Beginning in
1933, however, it rose faster than in the nation,
and by the end of the decade it had recovered to a
level about S per cent more than in the nation .
Per capita income, a measure of the level of
economic prosperity, also was low in the district
states in 1929, reflecting mainly the depressed
farm income. In North Dakota and South Dakota,
it was down as much as 47 per cent and 4I per
cent respectively from the national average . In
Minnesota and _\1mUana where a larger share of
the income way derived from forest products, minerals, and manufacturing, income was down only
l~ per cent. Per capita income, rose significantly
in the late 1930s in the farming regions where
levels had been extremely low.
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Summary. The Ninth district enjoyed less prosperity during the 1920s than the nation as a whole
because agricultural income did not recover until
the late 1930s . Much of the deflation in agriculture was transmitted to the rest of the economy.
Business depressions in the district lagged such
periods in the nation, but the lag was never more
than a few months since it was not reflected in
annual economic series .

The post-World War 11 period

Five moderate business contractions followed
by vigorous expansions in the nation have oc~~urred in the United States since the end of World
War II. A short contraction in business activity
occurred in 1945, over a period of eight months
from February to October, as a result of the transition from war to civilian production. The other
four recessions - one in the late 1940s, two in the
1950x, and one in the early 1960s-were caused
by inventory liquidations, large declines in business fixed capital outlays, or sharp cuts in defense
expenditures which, in turn, affected total shortterm private business investments.'
Personal income . The most comprehensive measure of business activity in the district is personal
income estimates . Monthly data reveal the peak,
trough, and amplitude of the business cycle but
they have been compiled only since January 1962.
Annual estimates, which have been compiled since
1929, however, permit a comparison of the general
course of business cycle in the district and in the
nation.
On the basis of the fluctuations in personal income, the post-World War II business cycles have
been less severe in the Ninth district than in the
nation. All district states experienced a severe
slump in economic activity during the 1995-49
recession but some did not experience the other
recessions due to the mitigating effect of the
changing level of annual farm income. During the
1950s and early 1960x, North Dakota and South
Dakota experienced prosperous conditions (the
~ See Pert I, Mon+hly Rwiew, Merch 1965 .

personal income indicator did not decline) while
the nation underwent three recessions. These states
experienced dips in annual personal income due to
changing conditions in anriculture, but these were
not associated with the nation's business cycles.
The recessions in the mining region and in the industrial centers affected the Minnesota economy
as reflceted by the decline in employment, but the
state's personal income was only slightly reduced .
Although both Michigan and Wisconsin were affected by the recessions, the portions of these
states in this district were not influenced as much
as were the more industrialized areas.

The impact of fluctuations in farm income in
the district economy was apparent when the severity of the 1948-49 business recession was
increased by the sharp drop in farm income
in 1949 resulting from the first adjustment in
farm product prices following World War II.
Stability or expansion in district farm income during the subsequent recessions either reduced or
completely offset the contraction in the industrial
sector. The record district crop production in 1962
increased farm income by 51 per cent from the
preceding year and had a stimulating influence
when it led to a marked expansion in the purchase
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of farm equipment and consumer goods. On the
other hand, the production of an average crop in
1963, following the record in 1962, had a depressing effect. As farm income fell off by 15 per cent
in the district, so did purchases made by farmers .
Other comparable economic series. Seven
monthly series measure fairly large aggregates of
economic activity and so can be used to make comparisons of the relative severity of the recessions
and vigor of the expansions and also to estimate
the turning points in the cycles between the 1\inth
district and the United States. All but one of the
district series are identical to those for the nation,
although some are not computed back over all the
post-World War II cycles. The exception is industrial production which in the district is measured by consumption of electric power in manufacturing plants and in the nation by the Federal
Reserve Roard's index of industrial production
based on physical output and manhour series. The
cyclical movements in the district and national
series are compiled in Tables 2 and 3.
Since 1946 the amplitude of the minor business
cycle has been consistently smaller in the district
than in the United States ( see Table 2) . The per
cent decrease of nonagricultural employment from
cycle peak to trough during the four post-World
War II recessions has been less than that of the
nation ; likewise, the per cent increase from cycle
trough to peak during the four recovery periods
also has been less. Paradoxically, however, unemployment in the district has risen more during two
recessions and has decreased more during one
recovery than in the nation . This apparent inconsistwcy between employment and unemployment
is due to interdistrict migration . During periods
of recession when workers are being laid off, the
net migration of workers is back into the Ninth
district thus swelling the ranks of the unemployed.
lluring periods of recovery when more employment opportunities are opening up elsewhere, the
net nii~ration again is out of the district .
District manufacturing series have declined less
during the post-World War II periods of recession
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than in the nation and have expanded somewhat
less during periods of recovery. As compared
with the national trend, district manufacturing
employment has declined less during recessions
and in the three most recent recoveries has expanded at about the national rate. Average weekly
earnings in the district have decreased less in recessions and then increased less in recoveries although cyclical fluctuations in average weekly
hours worked in the district and in the nation
have had a high degree of similarity . District industrial output, as measured by the use of electric
power in manufacturing plants, has decreased less
during recessions in the district than in the nation
but has expanded sharply during recoveries.
In addition to the amplitude of the business
cycles, the timing also has varied between the
'.~~inth district and the United States (see Table 3) .
Since World War 1I the beginning of recessions,
as indicated by the monthly aeries in the district,
has tended to lag by a few months such periods in
the nation . This situation has existed often enough
to cause many business managements to rely on it
in their decision making. Now, according to available statistical information for the post-V'orld War
II period, the beginning of recessions have followed more closely the cycle turning points in the
nation than they did in the earlier period.
District employment in nonagricultural establishments, the most inclusive monthly series available, turned downward one month after the turning points in this series occurred for the nation as
a whole in 193 and in 1953 and five months later
in 1960. In the other recession, the turning point
in the di_~trict series led by one month the downturn in the national series . When manufacturing is
excluded, this series has led as much as it has
lagged the national downturn . The cyclical rise in
insured unemployment has led as much as lagged
the rise in the nation.
The cyclical decline in distriaa manufacturing in
the post-World War II period consistently has
lagged the turning points of the nation .' District
s Some of the district series are eveileble only for the
more recent recessions and recoveries .

industrial production, as measuredl by the industrial use of electric power, lagged the downturn in
the nation's index of industrial production by nine
months in 1957 and by seven months in 1960.
Employment in district manufacturing firms at
only one cycle peak, ~Iav 1960, turned downward
at the same time as in . the nation . At the other
three c?cle peaks, the decline in district manufacturing employment lagged the national series
from threo to five months. The turning points in
district average weekly earnings has lagged from
six to eleven months while the district series on

average weekly hours worked led the turning
points in the nation at two cycle peaks .
Cyclical recovery in district manufacturing has
led as much as lagged the recovery in the nation .
In the two recent cyclical troughs for which data
are available, industrial production, as measured
by the industrial use of electric power, led by ten
months in 1958 and by three months in 1961 the
upturn in the national index of industrial production. Employment in manufacturing plants led the
upturn by one month at one cycle trough and
lagged from one to two months at the other
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troughs . :1v~rage weekly earnings have led the
turning points of the national series by five and
six months, respectively, and coincided with it at
one trough. Average weekly hours led at one cycle
trough by eight months, led at another by two
months, and lagged by four months in a third.
Conclusion

The characteristics of the business cycle in the
\inth district have been particularly affected by
the influence of a dominant industry, agriculture,
and its allied industries. The highly volatile income from agriculture rarely has a part in originating a business cycle but it accentuates or offsets
the cyclical movement. In the decades between the
two World Wars. the district had less prosperity
during the 1920s and a more severe depression in
the early 1930s than in most other regions of the
United States. Since World War II, net farm income, due to government price support and sub-

rent

conditions . .

Based on statistical evidence Ninth district business activity during 1965's first half improved
moderately from year earlier levels . IV'onagricultural employment during April and May totaled about
2.5 per cent above the year-earlier figures . Industrial output, as measured by the industrial use of
electric power, advanced on a month-to-month
basis and with substantial gains registered (about
7 per cent) over the same period in 1964. Other
indices showing gains above a year earlier included s longer work week, less unemployment,
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sidy programs after postwar high foreign demand
had subsided, has had a high degree of stability as
compared with the fluctuations in the 192(?s and
1930x. The contractions during the recessions have
been less severe and of shorter duration than in
the nation but the expansions during the recovery
periods also have been at a slower rate. The downturn from cycle peaks generally has lagged slightly
the turning points in the nation but the beginning
of recovery periods has tended to coincide with
those in the nation.
The long-term rate of economic growth has been
slower in the district than in the nation due to the
technological transition occurring in agriculture,
mining, and forestry. Nevertheless, the rate of
growth in the economy of the district is more
closely approximating that of the nation and the
business cycle movements are becoming more
similar in amplitude and timing.
- OSCAR F . LITTERER

and an 8 per cent cumulative advance in bank
debits for the first five months . District building
permit valuations, which averaged about 28 per
cent leis than a year earlier during the first four
months of the year, staged a comeback in May
and construction activity improved further during
the early summer period .
Department store sales increased during most
of the first half but the trend tended to lag the
national series . This was also true of personal
incomes which for the first five months of 1965

averaged about a ~.?-;~ per cent gain from the same
period in 19(x4 compared with a national average
gain of Tightly better than G per cent. host of the,
district's bu~ine ;s indicators for the fiat half of
1965, although showing advances, nearly but not
quite kept peer with those of the nation as a
whole.
Agricultural income lagged somewhat in the
district because of tire relatively poor crop outturn in 1964 and, until quite recently, lower price
trends for farm products . Total district net farm
income, for example, in May was substantially less
than in lfiay 1961 : cumulatively since the first of
the year tire decline lras averaged nearly 3y, . per
cent.
Based on June conditions, the Department of
;1Kriculture rated 1965 crop prospects in must
Ninth district areas as good to cacellent . The exceptions were some areas of southern ;4linnesota
and parts of the Ihed 13ivi~r Valley' where ezncasive
moisture was a problem and in a relatively small
area in south central tiouth Dakota where rainfall
was light . haven in these regions, however, conditions were rated as fair. Crop development during
June was generally favorable throughout most of
the districa although row crops were late in areas
of excessive moiaure, and growth was slow due to
relatively cool temperatures. :'~ particularly goad
wheat crop in the district seems to be in prospect
based on the June government estimates and crop
conditions of midyear . The critical period for all
district crops, however, usually comes in July and
August when temperatures and rainfall patterns
largely determine final crop output.
Districa banks experienced an unusually heavy
expansion in outstanding loans during the first
five months of 1965. Total loans increased 8190
million, about double the normal growth for the
period . 1io~t of the above-average loan expansion
took place in the early part of the year resulting
in great part from heavy additions to city bank
business loan portfolios. Beginning in mid-April
the rise in outstanding loans followed the seasonal
pattern.

The outflow of deposits from district banks during the first five months of 1965 was sometivhat
stronger than usual. This situation arose because
the inflow of time deposits - ordinarily expected
to offset much of the seasonal demand deposit
losses - was noticeably weaker . Thus, in order to
finance the expansion in loans, district banks
found it necessary to liquidate a greater portion of
their investment portfolio" than they have in recent
years ; and, in addition, they resorted to increased
borrowing both from the Federal Reserve Bank
and in the federal funds market .
The fodlawing selected topics describe particular

aspects of the district's current economic scene :

Pig crop lower

The June 1 pig crop report issued by the U.~.
Department of Agriculture indicated a substantial
cutback in numbers. For 10 major hog producing
states total number of hogs and pigs on farms was
down 11 per cent from June 1, 1961. In Minnesota, where more than GO per cent of the district's
swinf", are produced, the decline amounted to 18
per cent; in South Dakota, the district's next
largest producing state, 12 per cent.
NUMBER OF MOGS AND ?IGS ON FARMS, JUNE 1
(thousand hoed)
Minnesota
South Dahote
Totel
10 Sfates

1964

3,896
2,211
6,107

47,668

1465
3,195
1,946
5,141

42,480

1965 as
ofl9b4
82
88
84
89

The cutback in hog production in the district
has been more severe than that occurring throunhout the i.'.5. The number of pigs born 1)eccmlwr
1961 through \iay 19G5 declined 15 per cent from
a year earlier in the four district states while the
national figure was off 10 per cent.
Hog production is likely to continue at reduced
levels throughout the year. According to reix,rWd

3ULY 1965
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farmer intentions, sow farrowings in the district
will be down 12 per cent from last year for the
June-November period . Declines of between 11
and 14 per cent are expected in all district states
except Montana where a moderate expansion of
6 per cent is indicated . If all farmers in the U.S.
carry out their reported plans, total farrowings
will be down ~ per cent during the last six months
of 1965.
DECEMBER 1964-MAY 1965 PIG CROP

Minnesota
Monfane
North Dakota
Sou+h Dakota
4 Sta+es
4B Sfaies

(fhousend heed)
Average
1959-63
1964
3,767
3,380
133
126
476
428
1,949
1,859
6,325
5,793
50,943
47,871

Cash farm receipts
show increase

1965
2,898
112
350
1,586
4,946
43, 184

1965 as
of1964
8b
89
82
85
85
90

Gash receipts from farm rrrarketings in April
totaled $241 million in the Ninth district, an increase of 2 per cent over April 1964. Larger livestock receipts accounted for the gain, with marked
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irnprovernent in prices moving the monthly total 5
per cent ahead of a year earlier, Crop receipts
continued to lag those of a year earlier : the April
total was 7 per cent under that of April 1964.
April livestock sales, following the district pattern,
advanced cash receipts 6 per cent above April
1964 in Montana and 3 and 2 per cent in Minnesota and South Dakota respectively. The pattern
was reversed in North Dakota ; April livestock receipt~ there were off 1 per cent and crop receipts
were up 8 per cent.
Accumulated district receipts for the JanuaryApril period fell 2 per cent short of those for the
same period of the year earlier . Receipts were aff
8 per cent in Montana, 5 per cent in South Dakota,
and 2 per cent in Minnesota. Accumulated receipts
through April in North Dakota were up 3 per cent
from a year ago,
The 4-month pattern among district states was
generally that of improved livestock receipts and
lower crop receipts . Livestock receipts were up 22
,per cent in Montana, 8 per cent in South Dakota,
and 2 per cent in Minnesota . Crop receipts in those
three states were down sharply from year-earlier
levels with the January-April comparison indicating drops of 29 per cent in South Dakota, 20 per
cent in Montana, and 8 per cent in Minnesota .
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1. Bus plant to expand

3. Convention Holl nears completion

Motor Coach Indu~triea, Inc . is expanding its
Pembina, Vurth Dakota plant and will increase
production in the near future . The plant assembles
passenger buses from American parts and from
body shells shipped in from Canada. Current production figures were not i:iven, but when the plant
opened in the fall of 1963 the firm was aiming for
a production of one bus per day .

The $7 million Convention Hall addition to A'1inneapolis Auditorium is nearing completion. The
hall, with more than two acres of ground floor
exhibition space, is booked for a number of conventions in September and its first national convention in October. Work io update the existing
auditorium will begin when the new hall is completed .

2. Space added to handle turkeys
Swift & Company is adding 15,300 square feet
on its turkey-dressing plant at Detroit Lakes ; Minnesota, the fourth expansion since 1954. The new
construction has been described as a "blast-freeze"
addition . Officers of the company said that more
than 30 million pounds of turkeys wilt be processed
in 19fiS at the plant.

4. New pellet plant finished
Cleveland-Cliffs Iron Compan} has completed
its new ~lp million Pioneer agglwncrating plant
at Eagle Mills, A4ichigan . The owner company,
Pioneer Pellet Company, is a joint venture of
Republic Steel Corp., _11cLouth Steel Corp.. Bethlehem Steel Corp., as well as the operator, Cleveland-Cliffs . The plant is designed to produce 1 .2
million tons of iron ore pellets per year.

